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AQuestion Of
Ethics

EBU Guha read the memo
from the board of directors of
UK-based Trebenn. It said:
"We observe with unhappi-
ness your irresponsible be-
haviour, not befitting a direc-
tor... You have lost our

confidence and you are welcome not to
continue as a director .."

The last two months had seen Guha,
director (operations) ofTrebenn India, em-
broiled in a serious face-off with the com-
pany's chairman, Dharam Vyas, which had
made it to the front pages of all the newspa-
pers in the country. While on a temporary as-
signment in Nigeria, Guha had got whiff of a
piece of information that confirmed his fears:
Vyas was secretly planning to buy the 40% stake
that Kremenn Inc. held in Trebenn India. The
struggle of the past three years with his anxieties
caught up with him. And then Guha finally chose to
talk to the press.

It was not an easy decision for Guha. He had given 22
whole years of his life to Trebenn India. He had risen from the
rank of an administrative officer to a board member. Today, it
pained him immensely to see that his efforts were being threat-
ened byVyas.

A subsidiary ofTrebenn, UK, the company made household
care products. In the early 1990s, Trebenn, UK,was taken over by
Kremenn Inc., a large diversified group with interests in
processed foods, household care products and cosmetics.

What Is the role of a board member who
faces questionable corporate governance
and unethical practices In his company?

This case study was first published in BW,
30 April 1999.
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Trebenn India's board had eight directors:
Kremenn had appointed the chairman and
one director, the financial institutions had
nominated one, while the rest were execu-
tive directors ofTrebenn India.

After the takeover, Martin Peters, the
central European director of Kremenn, took
over as the new CEO of Trebenn in the
UK.The change in the ownership ofTrebenn
India set the tone for quiet and quick
changes in India. Manik Dave, the managing
director, was prematurely retired and re-

placed by Tim Turner.
Guha, who was then the financial
controller, owed allegiance to

Dave and resented this move
immensely. He felt that the

Indian board should
voice its opposition

to Dave's removal.
But the sudden change in ownership

had stunned the local manage-
ment and the Indian directors

preferred to refrain from voic-
ing their dissatisfaction.

Dharam Vyas, a Nigeria-
based businessman, was a
close business associate
and friend of Peters. He
also had a large tomato
processing plant in India
which supplied tomato
pulp to Kremenn for its
foods division. The long
association with Peters
had helped Vyas set up
a joint venture with
Kremenn in Nigeria.
Also, Peters decided to
appoint Vyas as Kre-
menn's nominee on the
board ofTrebenn India.

The proposal to ap-
point Vyas caused some

displeasure in the com-
pany. The marketing direc-

tor, Amar Bajpai, and the
sales director, Satish Dhir, ex-

pressed their disapproval.
Both had risen from the ranks to

their position on the board. "What
does Vyas bring to the table as an

executive director?" Bajpai asked Vas-
vadutta Sagar, another director. "Does

he have the competence and skills re-
quired to run this company? His role in the

joint venture in Nigeria is not adequate qualifi-
cation for the post of chairman in Trebenn India,"

he said.
Dhir echoed his sentiments. "The board has an impor-

tant role to play. Every incumbent must add value to the deci-
sion-making processes. Our articles of association only tell us

that the foreign parent can appoint a direc-
tor and the chairman. But it is for the board
to evaluate his credentials," he said.

Guha, too, felt that Kremenn needed
to evolve a consensus among the Indian
directors on the candidature ofVyas before
putting it to vote. "We need to decide what
kind of profile we need in a director. Today
board appointments are working through
the old boys' network, and Vyas is just
that, a friend of Peters. But is that enough?"
he asked.

Sagar, who had been with Trebenn for sev-
eral years, felt that Kremenn had probably
lost interest in the· Indian holdings and the
proposed move was just a manifestation of
that disinterest. He said: "If directors must
add value, their role should be defined and
responsibility attached to the post."

"If that mattered to Kremenn, shouldn't it
be discussingVyas' candidature with us?" asked Bajpai. "Do the
five of us matter at all? Ever since Kremenn took over, Tumer has
been only consulting Vyas.Who is vyas, anyway?" he asked.

Vyas was essentially a business associate of Kremenn. "He has
really come as the ears and eyes of the foreign parent," said Sagar.
"He is going to ensure that whatever Kremenn wants to achieve
gets done in India," he said simply.

"Fair enough," said Bajpai, "but there is also the common
business good which all members must work towards. Vyas is in
the position of a country head for Kremenn, which means, apart
from maintaining vigil on the 40% capital, he also has to direct
the business in a manner that would benefit all shareholders,"
he said. "That's something he is not capable of," said Guha. "His
proficiency lies in tomato processing, not in household care
products."

THIS was the first time that the Indian directors were scepti-
cal of the foreign parent's choice. Till now, they had always
unanimously voted in favour of the candidates chosen by
Trebenn, UK, because they had full faith in Richard Field,
the chief executive before Trebenn was taken over.

However, in the midst of the changes following the takeover
of Trebenn by Kremenn, the Indian directors let the appoint-
ment ofVyas pass without protest. But eight months later, Kre-
menn announced fresh changes. Turner was moved to Pakistan
and Kremenn proposed that Vyas be made the chairman of
Trebenn India.

It now became clear to many that Turner's brief stint in India
was merely to lay the ground for Vyas' ascent to the Trebenn
throne. Bajpai felt that even if Kremenn had the right to appoint
the chairman, there should have been a joint discussion on the
candidature ofVyas. "I am not questioning its right," he said.
"But isn't it just good business ethics for the parent company to
first suggest and then discuss its proposal with the rest of the
board?" he said.

Bajpai was visibly agitated over the move. "We are letting
people into the inner rooms of our organisation, letting
them know the competitive strengths and strategies of the com-
pany. Vyas has hardly been here nine months. How can we hand
over the reins to him?" he asked. "Now it is bringing in an
outsider as chairman, a person who has nothing to show for his
appointment!"
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But the voices of dissent subsided by the time the proposal

was put to vote and Vyas' appointment passed smoothly. At the
same meeting, Sagar's retirement was announced and to every-
one's surprise, Vyas proposed Guha's name to fill the vacancy.
Guha, who had earlier argued about the propriety ofVyas' ap-
pointment as chairman, was overwhelmed by this unexpected
promotion.

Around that time, Peters asked Vyas to find a suitable buyer
for Kremenn's 40% stake in Trebenn India. Kremenn, he said,
was not keen on retaining its Indian holdings. Over the next
three months, Vyas identified three prospects and finally identi-
fied Morro, the chairman of the group, acquired a 4% stake in
Trebenn, in preparation for a takeover. But when the Indian gov-
ernment announced its new liberalised economic policy, Vyas
had a change of heart. He convinced Peters that it was inappro-
priate to sell Kremenn's stake at that stage.

Morrow thus saw little sense in retaining the 4% shares and of-
fered to sell them to Vyas. Delighted by the offer, Vyas decided to
buy Morro's holdings through nominees, a fact that was to be a
closely guarded secret between him and Peters.

However, unknown to them, Guha got wind of the deal. The
secretive manner in which Vyas sought to acquire the shares cre-
ated a lot of dissonance in Guha. Why was Vyas buying the 4%, he
wondered.

G
UHA'S old doubts and anxieties returned. He now re-
alised that the real power lay with Vyas. As if to prove this
point, Vyas changed Guha's portfolio, moving him as di-
rector in charge of special projects. Guha was now deal-
ing more closely with Vyas. That was also the time when

Vyas' tomato business was going through a bad patch. He had
incurred huge losses on some exports, and the joint venture in
Nigeria had collapsed, leaving him with huge debts.

In a quick move, Vyas got Trebenn India to buy the plant of
his processed foods company, Carnation Foods, and subse-
quently sanctioned an expenditure ofRs 36lakh to upgrade and
refurbish the plant. Under the Companies Act, a firm must dis-
close to its shareholders all deals which involve a director's per-
sonal interests. But in this case, the deal was covered up through
various arrangements by the company secretary, Darius Palia.
For Palia, this was a short-cut to Vyas' inner circle and to gaining
his confidence.

Guha was taken aback. "I don't see why we need to get into
processed foods; that's hardly our business," he had advised. But
Vyas said: "Kremenn has a vast foods business and it has plans
for Trebenn to diversify into processed foods. It will reveal that
plan to the board soon and will.be sourcing some of its tomato

================================~--~

needs from Trebenn,' he said.
The speed with which the project was finalised left a sour taste

in Guha's mouth. Was Vyas u ing his position to enhance his own
base, liquidate his debts and build an empire for himself, he won-
dered. Or, was he planning a bigger move to take over the com-
pany through intelligent manipulation?

But Guha's queries had no answers. The director's post was
new to him and he was diffident about voicing his opinions
freely. But he did not like what he saw. When he was reviewing the
interim audit report, Guha found no mention of the purchase in
the director's report. Assuming it was an oversight, he called Palia
and said: "You need to include the Carnation Foods' plant pur-
chase and also the statutory declaration that the chaitman had
an interest in the transaction which has been documented in the
register of directors." But there was little doubt that Palia had bee
flexible to please Vyas.

Guha now began to experience some serious doubts. When he
mentioned it to Sagar, he said: "You are reacting like an account-
ant. Your attitude as a board member has to be pragmatic. After
all, Trebenn does have serious plans to enter foods and the pur-
chase is covered by the objects clause of our memorandum of as-
sociation." But Guha's anxiety was not assuaged. He had servedas
a financial controller under Trebenn, UK, and not once had the
foreign company broken the rules.

His fears multiplied when a year later, Vyas decided to sell the
Carnation plant to his close friend, Dinoo Moda. The sale price
appeared understated to both Guha and Bajpai, who saw
that the sale was being made at a loss over the original acquisi-
tion price.

Guha approached Sharad Dhingra, the director nominated by
the financial institutions, to intervene. But Dhingra was un-
moved. "That is clearly your area," he said. "It's not for me to ask
questions on the internal management. I am here to protect the
principal value of our lendings which I find prima facie protected
by our loan agreements."

Guha was shocked. "You are on the board and it is an assumed
responsibility to be part of the governance of the internal man-
agement, too. Besides, don't you think that the 26% equity you
hold in Trebenn is endangered by such actions," he said.

Disappointed with Dhingra's stance, Guha returned to Bajpai
for support. "I don't blame him," said Bajpai. "Asa lender, he will
try to see whether his capital is protected. The profits don't matter
to him because he has first charge on the profits."

"But as a board member, he has a dual role!" exclaimed Guha.
"But the dual role is not being recognised!" said Bajpai. "Can't

you see Dhingra has no stake in the profits ofTrebenn? His stake is
limited only to the extent of the returns on the loan capital. And

that is not a variable return," he said.
Guha then appealed to Palia. "Isn't there some-
thing called ethics? Doesn't your calling direct

your behaviour in the right direction?" he
asked. "This sale benefits the company,
Debu,' was Palia's answer. "Where do ethics
come in? My duty is towards the company
and I am making sure there is no serious
breach of rules."

Guha's protests outside the boardroom
had not gone unnoticed byVyas. Guha had

begun to look like a problem forVyas who
decided to move him to Nigeria on a tempo-

rary assignment. Guha knew that he had no
choice but to take it. In any case, he thought, this
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Within three months of reaching Nigeria, ~
Guha was taken aback by further changes at I ,

Trebenn. Dhir was posted to Sri Lanka, and
Palia was given the finance function, in ad-
dition to his role as company secretary.
Worse followed. Bajpai was made manag-
ing director. Therefore, was Bajpai a Vyas
man, wondered a dismayed Guha.

By this time, Kremenn had decided
to divest its holdings in Trebenn and asked
Peters to sell the Indian stake. In what seemed
like a stage-managed move, Peters offered Vyas
the option of buying the 40% stage held by Kre-
menn in the Indian subsidiary at market prices.

It was during one of the meetings with a local forum in Nige-
ria that Guha heard of the deal between Peters and Vyas. An an-
guished Guha called Sagar, only to be told: "Ashareholder can
sell his shares to anyone. Peters, a nominee of Kremenn, is sell-
ing them to an individual, Vyas. It's a valid deal."

"Validity is not the point," said Guha. "Do we want the control
and ownership of our company to pass to a man like Vyas? He has
shown time and again that he will use the company for his per-
sonal interests. What has he to show for his tenure at Trebenn? Did
we take all the strategic decision that we should have, under
him?" he asked. ,

"The board had eight members, Debu, What were the other
seven doing?" asked Sagar"

"But what is the level of independence these people have in
decision -making? But for Dhingra, they are all executive directors
who are usually unable to contradict the chairman, No doubt,
that had a lot to do with Vyas' proximity to Peters. Because of his
perceived power, he forced his way, taking every opportunity to
put pressure on other board members and to drive home his fa-
miliaritywith Peters, ButVyas is ill-equipped to be a chairman or
leader," said Guha. "He has neither led by example nor created the
right climate for ethical behaviour!"

"Allthis debate is premature," said Sagar, "Kremenn will have
to make public its offer to sell and the board will have to vote,
There are a host oflegal tangles to be sorted out. So, why sweat
now?"he asked.

"It's not the legality, Sagar, but the casual way in which Kre-
menn is handling its Indian shareholding, And chairman Vyas has
centralised all power under him. Now as a 40% owner it will get
worse, He will have the powers, the roles and the tasks of the
board!" said Guha,

The following day Guha called a stockbroker friend, Sarang
Verma."Is Kremenn selling to Vyas?" he asked him. "It will not be
easyto probe, but I will find out," said Verma,

ButVerma had ideas of his own. He called up a newspaper re-
porter and talked about his conversation with Guha, And even be-
forethe week was over, the details were splashed allover the front
pages of the newspaper, "Is Dharam Vyas buying Kremenn's 40%
stake in Trebenn?"

Guha was taken aback, But when the media contacted him,
he decided it was time to stop playing coy. In an extensive inter-
view,he said: "If you really go by the letter of the law, a share-
holder is free to sell his holdings to anybody. But this sale is go-
ing to change the management of the company. We are running
the company for the benefit of the investments of all sharehold-
ers, not just the 40% holders, We have a mission and a vision, In-
stead of jointly striving for excellence, the 40% holders seem to

have a personal agenda that is not intended to be shared with
the other 60%. Is that ethical?'! he asked.

"Surely,Vyas and Peters will abide by the takeover code," asked
the reporter,

"This is what I mean," said Guha, a trifle annoyed, "We are
all seeking protection behind a legal framework, But there is
something called ethics. Face it, they are selling a significant in-
terest and controL As owners of the remaining holdings, the
Indian shareholders or, at least the board, need to know what
is happening! Today Vyas controls the board and he can
work around the law. But this instance is not about laws. It's
about corporate governance. Let's take an ethical stance, not a
procedural one, Clearly, Peters and Vyas have come in with a
personal agenda."

To another reporter, Guha said: "If the Kremenn management
wants to divest, let the remaining 60% shareholders decide who
should buy the 40% stake!"

V
YASwas furious, but there was little he could do. In an-
other interview, Guha asked: "Boards have a crucial role
in creating the right emotional climate, not just for the
top management but also for corporate governance down
the line. Does he see the board as a constituent that sup-

plements the skills which he does not have? The board of direc-
tors is not merely a legal requirement. It is a body of people who
are responsible for managing and protecting the shareholders'
capital. Shouldn't we, therefore, be selecting them like we would
any other executive?"

"Vyas is used to running a proprietary or partnership firm in
Nigeria. How does that equip him to run a company like Trebenn,'
he said.

Guha could see now that Vyas' induction on the Indian board
was part of a bigger plan. "Have Kremenn and Peters acted respon-
sibly?" he asked Sagar.

Sagar, however, felt that the Indian board had been too laid
back. "Ultimately, it is the survival of the smartest," he said, "You
say Peters and Vyas had a personal agenda, But what agenda did
the Indian directors have? At every stage, they unwittingly lent
support to Vyas' growth by their passivity."

"Nonsense," said Guha. "There is something called trust and
ethics. Is it normal for a board to doubt its chairman's moves?
For 40 years, we learnt trust and able governance under
Trebenn, UK. IfVyas is allowed to buy into Trebenn, personal
glorification will be higher on his agenda than corporate excel-
lence. What Trebenn needs is a professional chairman who
places corporate growth above his own, a man who believes in
ethical governance." _
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ANALYSIS I: SHARDUL SHROFF

Breach Of Fiduciary Duty
Shardul Shroff is managing partner, Amarchand and Mangaldas and Suresh A. Shroff & Co.

THE case focusses on the roles of ex-
ecutive directors, boards of directors,
nominees of financial institutions
(FIs), and dovetails the concept of
corporate governance as the flavour

of the year.
In the light of the Procter & Gamble-

Godrej and DCM-Daewoo experience,
joint ventures (Ivs) between technology
providers and their Indian partners throw
up issues concerning the sale ofthe con-
trolling block of shares.

Here a 40% stakeholder, Kremenn,
owes it to the 60% block of Indian share-
holders to demonstrate how the pur-
chaser of its equity would help the Indian
N get access to global markets and man-
agement skills. A secretive divestment by
a foreigner, without protecting these in-
terests, is a sure recipe for disaster for the
JV, Did the director Guha conduct himself
professionally? Should he have taken
matters of internal discord to the press?
Can one remain a director while accusing
another board member of wrongful cor-
porate conduct, especially when there is a
collective responsibility? Should Guha's
press statement have followed his resig-
nation? Should he have come clean on all
issues which he perceived to be miscon-
duct by the existing board of directors?

An executive director has an inside
track on management issues and corpo-
rate functioning. Principles of good gover-
nance require such directors to assert
themselves and bring their skills to bear at
board meetings. Dissent for !.he sake of
dissent is not good governance. Yet, turn-
ing a blind eye to statutory wrongs or, for
instance, the non-disclosure of a direc-
tor's interest in a deal, is not right. Guha
ought to have tabled notes at the board
meetings and asked for their incorpora-
tion in the board resolutions. He could
have brought up matters of dissent at an-
nual general meetings through his associ-
ates so as to pointedly raise the issue be-
fore the shareholders.

The code of corporate governance op-
erates at multiple levels and concerns di-
rectors, shareholders and other advisers. It
imposes a duty of care, linked with the ex-

pertise and the nature of the role of the ad-
visor. The FIs, which are both equity-hold-
ers and lenders, require somebody on the
board to protect the principal amount of
the loan and interest.

As an FI nominee, Sharad Dhingra
breached his fiduciary responsibility, both
to the FI and to Trebenn. It is myopic to
perceive his role as one of merely protect-
ing his company's debt portfolio. He has a
duty to act in the larger public interest and
in the corporate interest. His conduct is
below the expected standards.

The issue is whether a change in the
majority control and pricing of a block of
shares is a vital concern in the context of
the takeover code formulated by the Se-
curities and Exchange Board of India
(Sebi) in 1997. A proposal to purchase
stocks of a listed company in excess of
10% would trigger off the provisions of
the code. The sale of a foreign share-
holder's equity to a foreign citizen (Vyas is
from Nigeria) would need the approval of
the industry ministry's Secretariat of In-
dustrial Approvals, as in the sale of SRF
Finance to General Electric. This would
enable a competitive bid to be made by
another person.

The contrasted public price would
clearly indicate any attempt to undervalue
the shares. It would lead to resentment
among shareholders regarding the hand-
ing over of control to Dharam Vyas, whose
core competence is the foods business and
not the hygiene products that Trebenn
makes. It would help the directors in eval-
uating competitive bids.

Guha's concerns about protecting
Trebenn's interests would be shared by In-
dian shareholders. The perception that the
company has been handed over to an inept
person would cause an exodus of share-
holders, which would affect Trebenn's mar-
ket capitalisation. Vyas' credibility would be
decided in the marketplace. The press
would also go about analysing his strengths,
weaknesses and managerial skills.

The old boys' network and past busi-
ness links myth would be exploded by the
shareholders in a competitive situation.
The conflicts introduced byVyas and his
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attempts to subjugate the other executive
directors would immediately come to light
in a hostile bid. A white knight may even
support the Indian executive directors at
Trebenn, though such an action may be
againstVyas'interests.

Directors ought to be selected on the
basis of their proficiency and skills, their
individual stature, and their willingness to
give correct advice. Here, Palia's conduct
as company secretary in conniving with
incorrect, improper management prac-
tices needs severe deprecatory comments
by the auditors. Corporations should not
be used for personal aggrandisement, and
the right climate should be created for
ethical behaviour and good governance.
Passive conduct and 'yesmanship' at the
board level lead to poor results at the cor-
porate hustings and fail the market test.
Committees for audit nomination and re-
rnunerationshould be encouraged in the
emerging jurisprudence on corporate
governance.

The board ought to act as trustees for
the shareholder. Enhancing shareholder
value is the essence of good corporate
governance. Guha, though well-inten-
tioned, failed to bring up the issues be-
fore the shareholders. His removal may
make him defensive. If he had not spoken
to the press before tabling his dissent at a
board meeting, or resigned from the
board, Guha would have had the upper
hand. Maybe he should have worked on a
strategy to locate a white knight for
launching a hostile bid on Trebenn, thus
thwartingVyas' designs. This would have
also woken Dhingra up from his slumber.
Faced with a competitive hostile bid, the
parent company would have been com-
pelled to make a choice between retain-
ing or selling its stake.

In fact, the role of the FIs and other in-
vestment institutions would be brought
into focus in situations where hostility and
competition require them to decide either
to sell or stay on in the company and sup-
port the existing management. Interesting
times are ahead in India and issues like
those detailed in the case study are emi-
nently possible. •
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ANALYSIS II: M.1l SHARMA

Collective Failure
M.K Sharma is vice-chairman, Hindustan Lever.

THERE is an overwhelming need to
strengthen the system of corporate
governance and create a framework
in which the board of directors acts
in a professional, fair and ethical

manner, in the interest of the company
and its shareholders.

The case study highlights the need for
a better balance between full-time and
independent directors while constituting
the board. It also brings to the fore some
ofthe limitations of full-time directors. It
also shows how important it is for direc-
tors to resolve conflicts though an appro-
priate mode.

It is not uncommon for a promoter or
principal shareholder to retain the right
to nominate one or more directors, in-
cluding the chairman or managing direc-
tor. The Companies Act recognises the
and even provides for one-third of the
board comprising non-retiring directors
not elected by shareholders.

But is this a fair right? And if so, is it an
absolute right or does it place certain ob-
ligations on the other promoter or the
principal shareholder? Are the other di-
rectors also obliged to accept such nomi-
nations and co-opt such a nominee as a
director or are they in a position to exer-
cise their judgement on the suitability of
the nominee?

These rights are not absolute. They
carry an obligation to nominate a person
who is otherwise fit to be a director in
terms of his knowledge and experience,
integrity, ethics and, above all, ability to
workas part of a team.

Peters' decision to appoint Vyas as
Krernenn's nominee director on the
Trebenn board was clearly not in keeping
with the implicit obligation that goes with
such a right. Equally, the remaining direc-
tors failed in their duty to screen such a
nomination. Directors occupy a fiduciary

relationship with the company and have
an obligation to apply their independent
judgement. In this case, the directors
failed in their task when they voted in
favour of Vyas' co-operation despite a
majority of them harbouring serious
doubts about his suitability.

They seem to have also overlooked the
fact that companies with vested interests
first test the waters through seemingly in-
nocuous moves. If they find that the
board response is meek, they would be
emboldened to move in a more blatant
manner to further their objectives, ignor-
ing shareholders' interests. A proper in-
stitutional framework with a nomination
committee of the board comprising inde-
pendent external directors could have
helped in generating a healthy debate on

tory and ethical obligations.
Dhingra takes a narrow view of his

role as a nominee director as a mere pro-
tector of term loans. He ignores the fact
that the financial institutions (FIs) nomi-
nating him also own 26% of the equity
and have a lot to lose if the company is
mismanaged.

Guha has the right values and ethics
but seems ill-equipped to handle his role
as executive director. He hesitates to raise
issues at board meetings even though his
informal dialogues with other members
have failed to resolve his worries.

Guha should have realised that good
corporate governance imposes a code of
ethics on individual directors as well as on
resolving conflict situations. While it is
right to raise issues at the first instance

Vyas' suitability for the job.
Very often, nominations to the board

are seen as a reward for consistent good
performance over an extended period as
an employee. Most corporations, includ-
ing Trebenn, fail to recognise that the
nomination of an employee as executive
director involves a significant change in
role and responsibility. As an employee,
one is not called upon to resolve conflict
situations between diverse sets of share-
holders or take fundamental decisions on
corporate strategy. As a board member,
an employee needs to transform himself
so that he can take on the role of trustee-
cum-employee to reflect his fiduciary po-
sition. The position carries several statu-
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through informal one-to-one discussions,
it is incorrect to take them to the media be-
fore taking them to the full board for a pos-
sible resolution.

Guha is clearly over-pitching the case
when he says that it is the 60% sharehold-
ers of Trebenn who should decide who
would buyout the 40% shareholding of
the UK parent. Having decided to disin-
vest from the Indian company, good cor-
porate governance would have required
Trebenn, UK, to identify and hand over
management control to a party which
gave it a fair value for its holding, yet en-
suring that it is transferred to a party
which was in a position to match the in-
puts that Trebenn, UK, was providing to
its subsidiary.

Most important, good governance
would have required Trebenn, UK, to
handle the disinvestment in an open
and transparent manner. Promoters
should realise that they are only part -own-
ers of the company and their actions
affect the interest of the vast majority
of investors. _


